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The Art Project:
Documenting the
history of NW3
Through Lens and
canvas we will
document the hidden
wonders of our
lovely Borough.

And document the history
of the location

giving you an insight into
the wonderfull heritage that
Hampstead as bequeathed

Article Heading
Here...

Looking South from The
Haverstock Hill over London and
the much cherished view of
Christopher Wrens architectural
masterpiece St Paul’s Cathedral.
A view painted by John
Constable in 1832 it was called
“The White House” or “Sir
Richard Steele’s Cottage”
which would have been on the
right of this picture, it was a
solitary building apart from the
The Load of Hay Tavern first

built in 1721, before the
emergence of Belsize Park as
we know it today.

The buildings on the left first
appeared in a painting by
William Hogarth called the
“March to Finchley” it is a
profoundly allegorical picture
with a profound juxtaposition of
scene, setting and focus. Using
a familiar Covent Garden scene

it was set in The Tottenham
Court Road looking North
towards Finchley you can see
the four buildings on Haverstock
Hill are still there today. Hogarth
knew the notorious Covent
Garden coffee owner a Madam
who used many aliases and will
be remembered as Moll king
who lived nearby and built the
houses for workers retiring from
the vice trade.
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MAPzine Online Edition
incorporating MAPNW'z

Your Digital Assistant is Ready...

PROVIDiING A VIRTUAL COST
EFFECTIVE TIME SAVING AND

ENVIRONMENTALLY ORIENTATED
PUBLISHING SERVICE TO THE LOCAL

BUSINESS COMMUNITY IN

NORTH LONDON

• PRINT

• GRAPHIC DESIGN

• CONTENT

• SOCIAL MEDIA

In a Recent Survey 80% of
respondents indicated that they
understood and retained
information when they read it on
paper, compared to 60% and less
when reading on electronic
devices.

A recent Poll found that 80% of
people gathered News from a
Digital source.
• When asked about reading for
pleasure 80% of pollsters chose
print.

The latest statistics reveal that
the sales of printed books/
magazines are now growing
faster than E-books for the first
time in a decade.

In the first half of this year
Britons bought more than 78
million books, that’s 4 million
more than in the same period in
2015.

This indicates that there are
gaps and niches in the Market.

Practical & General
Digital Print
Solutions

• Branding
• Image/Logo
• Promotion

• Photography
• Video

• Graphic Design
• Reviews

• Branding
• Image/Logo
• Promotion

A Weekly Digital Newsletter
with a Local Community Focus

A PGDPS
Publication
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People are making informed choices
based upon information & trends.
Social media marketing refers to the
process of gaining traffic or
attention through social media
sites.

Content marketing i.e. creating,
promoting, and profiting from
worthwhile content.

Marketing is invaluable in
promoting your business. products
and services.
You can include offers, coupons or
deals that will entice people to
engage and buy.

Platforms like, Twitter, Facebook,
Pinterest, Instagram YouTube are
all essential tools for promotion and
advertising and will drive traffic to
your website/blog.

The Age of Infinite Media

designing digital print marketing
images pop up stands printing QR

codes Stickers vinyl card paper recycled
sustainable content words local share
technology topic ideas convert attract
close delight optimisation analysis

website creates market
research online target audience data
trending ideas activity application

media design logobranding

When it comes to our magazines, we
read more, read longer and subscribe
more often to print magazines than
digital.
While publishers talk about embracing
the digital futures of their publications,
ordinary people like you and me still
prefer to read a good glossy.
These findings come out of an informal
survey we conducted of several hundred
North American consumers. We asked a
handful of key questions about the
number and type of magazines they had
read in the past month, to see if we
could draw any conclusions.
The results were clear: People are more
engaged with their print magazines than
their digital ones.
Some key findings:
25% of respondents had read five or
more print magazines in the past month.
Only 1.8% of those same people said
they read that many digital magazines.
Readers engaged for significantly longer
with their print publications, with 50%
saying they spent at least 30 minutes per
issue. Only 12% said they spent that
much time with each digital publication.
Respondents subscribed to an average
of 2.02 print magazines each, while they
subscribed to far fewer (an average of .6
editions) via digital channels.
All the respondents had at least one

device (smart phone, tablet or desktop
computer) on which they could read
digital magazines, so access to the
digital magazines is apparently not an
issue when determining preferences. Of
the ones who did read digital magazines,
their laptop/desktop was the preferred
method over smart phones or tablets.
As an aside, we left space for people to
jot down their own comments,
unprompted. What we found was telling.
When asked about their print
subscriptions, several respondents listed
the specific magazines to which they
subscribe. This didn’t happen at all when
asked about their digital subscriptions;
instead, there the readers left comments
like these:
“I’d rather have something in my hands.”
“I don’t subscribe to any digital mags.
Too slow!”
“I hate reading online. I do that enough
during my workday.”
To be sure, our survey was not meant to
be a scientifically thorough bit of
research, but through it we hoped to
better understand today’s readers and
what they like. For the people we
reached with this survey (done online via
email and social media outreach) print is
the clear preference.

letterheads,
Complimentary Slips

Common uses for these
papers include resumes,
and insert sheets.
Patterned papers,
invoice, receipts etc.
Flyers, Brochures, Posters
Papers in the medium weight
category make great folded
greeting cards, invitations,
and covers for advertising &
promoting your brand

Postcards, Display,
Covers

At PGDPS we print a vast
range of products. And
always strive to exceed
expectations in quality,

Digital Solutions

designing digital print
marketing images pop up
stands printing QR codes
Stickers vinyl card paper
recycled sustainable

content words local share
technology topic ideas

convert attract close delight
optimisation analysis

website creates market
research online target
audience data trending
ideas activity application

media design logo
branding

News about the latest trends
Digital V Print

• A Range of Services
• Cost Effective
• Time Saving
• Research
• Analysis
• Cost Effective
• Time Saving

Do not hesitate if you
have any queries or you
simply want to find out

more…
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